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Can any thing be more delightful than the waving forests,

with their dense and deep green foliage, interspersed with

grassy and sunny fields and murmuring streamlets, which

spread all around us? How rich the graceful slopes of yonder
distant mountains, which bound the Connecticut on either

side! How imposing Mount Sugar Loaf on the north, with

its red-belted and green-tufted crown, and Mettawampe too,

with its rocky terraces on the one side, and its broad slopes of

unbroken forest on the other! Especially, how beautifully
and even majestically does the indented summit of Mount

Holyoke repose against the summer sky! What sunrises

and sunsets do we here witness, and what a multitude of per
mutations and combinations pass before us during the day, as

we watch from hour to hour one of the loveliest landscapes of

New England!
Let us now turn our steps to that huge pile of mountains

called the White Hills of New Hampshire. We will approach
them through the valley of the Saco River, and at the distance

of thirty miles they will be seen looming up in the horizon,

with the clouds reposing beneath their naked heads. As the

observer approaches them, the sides of the valley will gradually
close in upon him, and rise higher and higher, until he will

find their naked granitic summits almost jutting over his path,
to the height of several thousand feet, seeming to form the

very battlements of heaven. Now and then will he see the
cataract leaping hundreds of feet down their sides, and the
naked path of some recent landslip, which carried death and

desolation in its track. From this deep and wild chasm he

will at length emerge, and climb the vast ridge, until he has

seen the forest trees dwindle, and at length disappear; and

standing upon the naked summit, immensity seems stretched
out before him. But he has not yet reached the highest point;
and far in the distance, and far above him, Mount Washington
seems to repose in awful majesty against the heavens. Turning
his course thither, he follows the narrow and naked ridge over
one peak after another, first rising upon Mount Pleasant, then
Mount Franklin, and then Mount Monroe, each lifting him

higher, and making the sea of mountains around him more
wide and billowy, and the yawning gulfs on either side
more profound and awful, so that every moment his interest

deepens, and reaches not its climax till be stands upon Mount
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